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After a life-changing injury sends him home and ends his career; Josh agrees to temporarily move

in with Alvin and Carter (from book 1), Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, learning to walk again

with his brand new prosthesis, takes some time to adjust. When the small and broken man from the

cafe run's into him by accident, it leads to a run-in that Josh is ashamed of the second he leaves.

Teddy is the small, broken cafe worker that accidentally runs into the big, brooding man with the

cane. With an embarrassing and painful encounter between the two and an abusive uncle furthering

said injury; its just the way things go in "The Life Of Teddy Valentine." Feeling guilty for the way he

snapped at the small guy; Josh decides to pay him another visit taking Carter with his as a buffer.

One thing leads to another and the hits just keep on coming for Teddy. Will it be enough drama for

Josh to throw in the towel or will Teddy end up finding his hero?*This book does contain strong

language and sexual situations between men* You're welcome ;)
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If ever someone needed protection, it is Teddy Valentine. He's been abused all his life, but

thankfully, he had Gran in his corner when he was a kid, and now, big and gruff ex-Marine, Josh, is

there, too. I'm not always a fan of the victim trope. It can be overdone or not done well enough to

evoke empathy to make it resonate. Well, I felt plenty of empathy for Teddy. He broke my heart a

few times and I was so very happy to see Josh and his cohorts (Carter and Alvin from book one)

rally around him. These are all very like-able guys, and I love the family they've formed with each

other. It warms the heart. Carter and Alvin are back, in fine form and still very much in love. I was

glad to revisit with them. Teddy and Josh have their HEA and I can't wait to see more of them in

future installments. I'd give five stars for story but I just can't justify it when there are still so many

editing issues. Please please clean this up.Jenny Wood is a talented writer with a knack for evoking

emotions; HOWEVER, there needs to be much needed improvements in editing. I don't know if this

is self-published or not? If not, shame on you, publisher, for releasing these as they are. If

self-published, an editor (or even just beta readers) would do wonders for the stories. Having said

this, I'm still a fan and will keep my fingers crossed that there is continued improvement in this area.

Heck, contact me and I'll be happy to help.Heartfelt story. Unfortunate editing issues. Still worth the

read.

Loving the boys. Unlikely Heroes have found a sincere spot in my heart. Anticipation of what is

going to happen hooks you immediately and holds to the HEA is reached. LOVIN THE SERIES - no

doubt!!

I really enjoyed this book! I loved the care the characters had for each other. I felt the pain that

Teddy bore from his family.

Awesome read really enjoyed this book I can't wait to read the rest of the series to see what she has

in store for us

I liked the story. It was definitely a good read. I was glad for the continuing updates of the peeps

couple but what is up with the cover? The guy looks like he was spray painted. I'm from the

southwest so not many people I know who or see that are of Mexican descent look like this but then

again maybe they do where the author is from I don't know lol

I'm really enjoying this series by Jenny Wood! Its a fast paced easy read. Her characters are



loveable and I'm happy to see previous characters in this story.

Loved it!

Here in book 2 of the Unlikely Hero series, we have two men who are both in need of some TLC.

Josh is Alvin's Marine brother who is rehabbing with his prosthetic leg, burn scars and is lonely in

life. He's 26, Hispanic, tall and muscled, and staying with Alvin and Carter. Teddy is 23, is a short,

small man who has been abused his whole life, by family, and then thrown out at 13, when he went

to live with is loving Gran. But even with her, he's beaten and broken by his Uncle who lives with

Gran, too. Even with his heartbreaking childhood and beyond, Teddy has not given up hope for a

hero, to find happiness with. When a customer knocks his down, he injures his wrist, and has a

panic attack. A handsome muscled man, Josh, helps him breathe through it. The large man terrifies

him, just because of his size, because in his life, the big ones have always hurt him. The next day,

Josh goes back to the shop with Carter to see if Teddy is okay, only to find him with a cut lip, cast,

and bruises. Carter, Alvin and Josh invite Teddy to stay with them, to be safe. With the reality of his

loving Gran's poor health, his Uncles drunk tirades, he says yes. Josh's feelings to protect Teddy

are new to him, and he likes it. Teddy feels safe for the first time in his life. These two men find

solace in each others arms. I loved these men, their fierce love, and how they become so important

to one another. This is beautifully written, in each man's POV, by Jenny Wood, who builds lovable,

strong yet flawed characters and shows us how they overcome their problems to move forward. The

heartbreak of Teddy's past will bring you to tears, but at the end our tears will be happy ones. After

Gran's bad stroke, she'll be in a Care Home. Her lawyer reveals all the measures Gran has taken to

ensure Teddy is financially stable. The mean Uncle, and his horrible, hateful mother and stepdad

cause trouble, but Teddy is no longer alone. Teddy and Josh have shared stories, scars, and their

hearts to receive a bone deep connection, each needs desperately. They really are heroes to each

other.Highly recommended ! ENJOY !!
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